Bilinear forms and double-Wronskian solutions are given for two hierarchies, the (2+1)-dimensional breaking Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur (AKNS) hierarchy and the negative order AKNS hierarchy. According to some choices of the coefficient matrix in the Wronskian condition equation set, we obtain some kinds of solutions for these two hierarchies, such as solitons, Jordan block solutions, rational solutions, complexitons and mixed solutions.
The (2+1)-dimensional breaking soliton equation, [1−4] which is used to describe the (2+1)-dimensional interaction of a Riemann wave with transverse long waves, [4] has attracted much attention. [1−17] Bogoyovlenskii systematically studied breaking-soliton-type equations. [4−9] Such a type of system can be expressed by the (2+1)-dimensional breaking AKNS((2+1)-DBAKNS) equation. [7] Besides the Lax pair, [7] hierarchy and symmetries of this equation have been investigated, [10, 13] and recently, solutions in its double Wronskian form and in its nonisospectral version have been given. [16, 17] In this Letter, we derive the bilinear form and double Wronskian solutions for the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy.
Besides the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy, we also consider solutions to a negative order AKNS hierarchy. Following the way given by Verosky [18] to generate negative order KdV hierarchy, the negative order AKNS hierarchy is easy to present. [19] This hierarchy was also investigated recently by the Hirota method. [20, 21] Since Wronskian can provide a clear solution structure, here we also list these results on Wronskian.
Finding solutions in Wronskian form to a soliton equation can be transferred to seeking Wronskian elements which satisfy a certain linear differential equation set, which is called the Wronskian condition equation set. In general, the coefficient matrix in the Wronskian condition equation set contains structure information of the solutions to the corresponding soliton equation, and provides different kinds of solutions, such as solitons, Jordan block solutions and so on. [28] In this study, such a Wronskian analysis is performed for the two hierarchies.
Let us start from the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy. This hierarchy reads [10] (
with the recursion operator
The first member, i.e.
appears as the (2+1)-DBAKNS equation in Ref. [7] . Equation (1) is related to the AKNS spectral problem through its Lax pair, [7] 
where = (2 ) , = −1 ( , )(− , ) , and
Similar as to Refs. [22, 23] , we rewrite the hierarchy (1) as
Then by the transformation
the hierarchy (1) is bilinearized as where is the well-known Hirota's bilinear operator. [24] We introduce the following double-Wronskian and its compact form [25] +1, +1 (
where
Then by the standard Wronskian technique we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem. The bilinear (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy (7) admits the solutions = |̂︀;̂︁|, = 2|̂︂ + 1;̂︂ − 1|,
where + and − satisfy
where is an ( + + 2) × ( + + 2) arbitrary matrix independent of ( , ).
Furthermore, as in Refs. [26] [27] [28] , can be replaced by its similar matrix Γ = −1 (| | ̸ = 0), and and Γ generate the same solutions to the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy via the transformation (6). Then we only need discuss
which is called the Wronskian condition equation set of the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy (1).
In the following, we give explicit expressions of general solutions to the condition equation set (11) , where Γ takes different canonical forms of the constant matrix .
Case 1.
where { } are + + 2 distinct real numbers. Elements + and − in + and − satisfying the Wronskian condition (11) can be taken as
} are all real constants. The corresponding Wronskians generate soliton solutions.
Case 2.
where 1 ̸ = 0 is a real number. The general solution of (11) can be given by means of lower triangular Toeplitz matrices ± (commute with a Jordan block [27, 28] ) as follows:
with ± 1 , 1 defined as in Eq. (13) . A lower triangular Toeplitz matrix is a matrix in the form
=1 are constants. The solution of this case is related to the one of the diagonal case by a limit procedure { } 2 → 1 . [27, 28] We call the solution generated from this case the Jordan block solution of the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy (1) .
Case 3. If 1 = 0 in (14), i.e., Γ =˘+ +2 [0], one can obtain rational solutions for the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy (1) . Here ± in this case can still be given by (15) but˘±
Case 4.
where { } are the district complex numbers, * means the complex conjugation and 2 = + + 2. Similar to case 1, the elements in Wronskian can be described as
where ± = ± and ± are defined in Eq. (13), but ± and (0) are complex numbers. These solutions correspond to complexitons.
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Case 5.
Then ± satisfying (11) can be given as
where ∑︀ 3
=1
+ 2 4 = + + 2, and the elements in Eq. (21) are defined by Eqs. (13), (15), (17) and (19) , respectively. In this case, the solutions are called mixed solutions.
Next we shortly consider the double Wronskian solutions for the negative order AKNS hierarchy. The negative order AKNS hierarchy is [19] (
where is still defined by (2) , and the first member is
This hierarchy is also related to the AKNS spectral problem given in Eq. (4) but with different time evolution, [19] 
We rewrite the hierarchy with → − as 0 1
Then by the transformation = / , = ℎ/ , we obtain its bilinear form
This bilinear hierarchy admits double Wronskian solutions. Theorem. Double Wronskians (9) solve the bilinear negative order AKNS hierarchy (25) provided that ± satisfy
where is an ( + + 2) × ( + + 2) constant matrix and | | ̸ = 0. Similar to the previous case, and its any similar matrix Γ generate the same solutions as the negative order AKNS hierarchy (22) .
When Γ takes the diagonal form (12) , the elements ± can be
} are all real constants. Such double Wronskians yield soliton solutions.
When Γ takes the Jordan form (14) , ± can be taken as Eq. (15) but with
where 1 is defined by Eq. (27) . The solution of this case is also related to the one in diagonal case by limit procedure { } 2 → 1 . There are many choices of Γ like in the previous case and the corresponding solutions can be obtained similarly, but we note that since |Γ| ̸ = 0 there are no rational solutions in double Wronskian form for Eq. (22) .
In summary, we have derived double-Wronskian solutions for the (2+1)-DBAKNS hierarchy and the negative order AKNS hierarchy. According to some choices of the coefficient matrix in the Wronskian condition equation set, we obtain some kinds of solutions such as solitons, Jordan block solutions, rational solutions, complexitons and mixed solutions.
